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Crime is typically hidden and infrequently undiscovered, and 
criminals tend to keep up social barriers between themselves 
and out-group members together with researchers. To not be 
deterred, innovative researchers have wanted out novel sources of 
knowledge and analytical approaches to supply additional strong 
understandings of crime.

 Criminal justice records will yield distinctive insights into offence 
and bad person characteristics which will allow the mapping 
of the varied connections that exist between criminal actors. 
Social network analysis (SNA) will then be wont to enhance 
understandings of however emerging social structures form varied 
criminal activities, and the way crime will be controlled. The use 
of social network analysis to review teams of offenders engaged in 
illicit activities like narco traffic and coercion has mature in quality 
over the last 3 decades.

Such sources are varied and may be loosely categorized as follows: 
bad person databases, inquiring records, prosecution files, court 
files, reports of department inquiries and commissions, and 
therefore the use of multiple sources, This analysis demonstrates 
that the utilization of SNA to review crime encounters the terribly 
challenges delineated  by Becker. This paper identifies and critically 
examines a number of the challenges related to the utilization of 
criminal justice records, notably with relevance its assortment, 
analysis and interpretation. we have a tendency to argue that given 
the challenges and constraints facing researchers during this field, 
criminal network researchers should approach the sphere like 
archeologists  gathering restricted knowledge and adapting their 
observations, analyses and interpretations consequently.

Social network analysis on criminal networks, researchers should 
collect a minimum of 2 styles of knowledge: knowledge on people 
UN agency are deemed a part of associate degree criminal network 

or cluster and data on the relations or connections between those 
people whether or not or not there's a tie or edge between each 
combine of actors. Varied kinds of criminal justice records have 
proved   notably fruitful for each sorts moreover as having alternative 
advantages, like having time stamps allowing longitudinal analysis 
or together with data that facilitates committal to writing of actor 
and tie attributes. Scholars have conjointly used prosecution files 
that embrace data collected and maintained by prosecutorial 
services in specific jurisdictions, typically in preparation for 
prosecuting criminal charges at trial.

The analysis groups UN agency authored these studies made 
datasets  one for human trafficking, one for individuals importing, 
and one for drug manufacture and trafficking  from that social 
network knowledge was extracted concerning ties transfer of 
products and services, communications, and co-participation in 
crime events moreover as attributes  demographics, roles, and 
possession of illicit resources  Across these studies, the authors 
utilized varied analytical techniques, together with measures of 
position, quadratic assignment procedure regression, and random 
actor-oriented models. Criminal justice records are incomplete and 
beset with challenges. Notably, such knowledge includes solely a 
sample of criminal events and offenders. Researchers UN agency 
look for to research criminal justice records inside a network 
paradigm should adapt their ways, analysis and interpretation to 
the precise challenges given by the info. very similar to archeologists 
UN agency alter incomplete knowledge, criminal network 
researchers should ‘dig’ to access relevant knowledge, prepare the 
artefacts for analysis within the data that such artefacts are however 
a sample, and have interaction in analysis and interpretation. The 
illicit surroundings within which actors join forces, together with 
regulation and social control, influences the character of the info, 
and thus frames the ways that within which it will and may be 
analyzed, taken, rumored and understood.
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